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1. Introduction 

Aim of new development in DiDb application: 

Designated employee(s) of carrier companies who have entered into a cooperation and data 

processing agreement with SECTRAN will have access to the www.didbapp.com application in 

order to electronically manage the registration and membership validation of their drivers in 

the DiDb system. 

The main benefit of the service is that the driver does not have to go to a DiDb registration office 

in person, but he can manage the registration and validation of his DiDb membership even at his 

employer's premises. Another benefit is that all data, documents and data sheets required for 

registration and membership management can be uploaded electronically, so that all 

administrative tasks can be performed without paperwork in the application. 

2. General information on e-registration and e-membership 

validation  

Conditions for using the e-services  

- cooperation and data processing agreement concluded with the carrier 

- user(s) trained to use the function; a signed training register  

- individual access to www.didbapp.com  

- smartphone, downloaded Google Authenticator app 

- user email address (corporate) 

- a computer or laptop with Internet access and Chrome browser 

- effective documents required for registration and membership validation: 

o Membership Declaration (for registration) 

o Membership Continuance Declaration (for membership validation)  

o Information on Data Control form (for registration and membership validation) 

o User Manual of DiDb system 

o Manual of Data Controlling processes in DiDb system 

o Incident Management Rules of DiDb system 

Additional recommendations for optimized use of e-services: 

- scanner application installed on the smartphone (eg. Tiny Scanner) 

http://www.didbapp.com/
http://www.didbapp.com/
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o benefit:  data sheets and personal documents can be scanned, named and 

transmitted quickly and easily 

- Dropbox (or similar application, i.e. OneDrive) installed on your smartphone and 

computer and synchronization between the two devices 

o benefit: photos and scanned documents taken with the phone can be transferred 

from the phone to the computer immediately 

o precondition: 

▪ Gmail account 

▪ Dropbox application installed on your computer 

▪ Dropbox application installed on a smartphone 

▪ Sign in to both devices with the same gmail account 

Type of available services:  

The following e-services are available to customers on below service fees:  

type of service service availability fee (net) 

1.    e-registration in case the driver is not the 

member of DiDb database yet 

34 EUR 

2.    e-validation before due date in case the driver’s 

membership expires within 

the next 3 months  

free of charge 

3.   e-validation after due date  in case the driver’s 

membership has been already 

expired (but less than 2 years) 

17 EUR 

4.    e-reactivation in case the driver’s 

membership expired for more 

than 2 years  

25 EUR 
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3. Practical usage of e-registration and e-membership 

management function  

Log-in to www.didbapp.com application 

To access the software, please open www.didbapp.com from your Chrome browser. Using other 

browsers (e.g. Mozilla, Safari, Explorer) may cause errors in software features, so the Chrome 

browser is preferable. 

Enter your username and password to log in: 

 

For security reasons, please do not tick the box in front of "Remember data". In case of forgotten 

password, you can ask new password for your email address that is dedicated to your user account. 

First log-in 

Given that users are processing personal data during the drivers’ registration and membership 

management process, special IT, security and privacy rules shall be applied. Therefore, a so-

called two-step authentication shall be used by accessing the software first time. This means that 

not only a username and password, but also a one-time access code generated by a dedicated 

device (such as the user's phone) is required to log in. 

Therefore, the first time you enter the application, you must first enable the authentication 

process, as it is also requested by the application: 

http://www.didbapp.com/
http://www.didbapp.com/
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To scan the QR code required for authorization, please follow the next steps: 

 

1) Install the "Google Authenticator" application from the Play Store (Android) or App 

Store (IOS) of your phone 

 

 
 

2) After downloading, open the application and press the "Scan QR code" button: 
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3) Scan the QR code with your phone in order to enable the 2-step authentication. To do 

this, we need to allow the app to take photos: 

 

 
 

4) Scan the QR code required for two-step authentication in DiDb application by using the 

Google Authenticator. You will see that the Authenticator automatically creates your 

unique DiDb account, including your username. The code that allows you to enter into 

DiDb application is always regenerated here.  

 

     STEP 1         STEP 2 

 

                            
 

5) If you already use the Google Authenticator for any other application, you will need to 

click on the "+" button and then create a new account for DiDbApp. 

 

6) Our last task is to enter the 6-digit code generated by the authenticator in the dedicated 

field of the DiDb application and then save it: 
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Further log-in 

You only need to complete the above process during your first log in. Next time when you would 

like to log-in, all you have to do is to open the Google Authenticator app on your phone, read the 

code generated by the Authenticator, than type it to the field of ”Code”.   

 

After entering your username and password, another window will appear in the login process, where 

the DiDb application will ask your unique code: 
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                              STEP 1:                 STEP 2 

                                         

After the log-in process, you can see the next page:  

 

You can change your password by selecting the "change password" function selected from the drop-

down menu under your username. Rules for new password: at least 1 capital letter, at least 1 

lowercase, at least 1 number, moreover it must be at least 8-character long. 

Step by step usage of e-registration and e-membership management function  

Driver identification 

In the menu bar on the left you can see the client functions available for you. The first step is to 

identify the driver, which can be done using spot check function. There are two ways to do this: 
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A. based on driver’s DiDb card number (if the driver already owns membership and his ID 

is known by you) 

 

B. based on driver’s date of birth (if the driver is not the member of DiDb database or you 

don’t know, if he is) 

 

In case of choosing option ”A”, please enter the driver’s DiDb card number (in 123456/HU99-

yyyymm format): 

 

In case of option ”B”, you can enter the driver’s date of birth manually (in yyyy-mm-dd format), 

or you can use the date-picker as well:  
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After entering the driver’s DiDb card number or date of birth, please click on the ”Check” button.  

The result(s) that match your search will appear in the "List of DiDb drivers" pop-up window. If 

you search for a given card number, there can be only 1 result, but when searching by date of 

birth, all drivers, registered in the DiDb system, who were born on the given day will be included 

in the list. 

Click on the "eye" icon at the end of the line to select the driver whose membership you want to 

manage or please click on the orange “e-registration” button if the driver is not included in the 

list: 

 

 

E-registration 

After clicking on e-registration button, an empty data sheet will be displayed for data and 

document recording: 
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Technical conditions for uploading documents 

There are several options for electronically managing photos, datasheets and documents. You 

can use a camera, an office scanner device, a smartphone, but let us recommend to use the 

following applications in order to simplify and speed up document management: 

− scanner application installed on your smartphone (eg. Tiny Scanner) 

− a synchronized Dropbox (or similar application, i.e. OneDrive) installed on your 

smartphone and  computer 

Data and documents upload on driver’s data sheet 

For data recording, you will need:  

1) the driver's identity card or passport and his driving license 

2) a device suitable for taking photos  

3) a device suitable for scanning 

4) completed DiDb application forms as follows: 

− Membership Declaration form  

− Information on Data Control form 

 

5) optionally: driver's Certificate of Conduct (CR) 

− please upload the CR only if the issue date is not older than 3 months 

− the submission of the CR is not a mandatory condition for submitting the application, 

but please note that our headoffice can only start processing the application if the CR 

has also been uploaded! 

Documents to be scanned and/or uploaded: 

- Membership Declaration form signed by the driver and authenticated by 2 witnesses 

- Information on Data Control signed by the driver 

- driver's photograph – new, portrait type of image is required 

- driver’s Certificate of Good Conduct (optional) 

- front and back side of the driver's driving license 

- front and back side of the driver's identity card or MRZ-coded side of passport 

General rules for data uploading  

Fields marked with star are obligatory to fill in! If you do not fill in such a field, it will be indicated 

by a red error message and you will not be allowed to proceed. You will also receive a red error 

message if a field is not filled in correctly (eg. you missed to enter + sign in the phone number 

field): 

Please pay attention that the expiry date shall be more than 31 days.  
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Document uploading for expired personal documents is not allowed by the system.  

All documents shall be scanned and uploaded in colour! 

The workplace and the bill payer of the service are filled in automatically by the system, it is not 

possible to change them manually. The workplace is always the same as the partner to whom the 

user is assigned.  

By submitting the registration applications your company will be obliged to pay. The 

method of payment is a bank transfer, the administrative tasks of which (eg. issuing 

the invoice and sending it electronically to your company) are performed by the 

DiDb head office. 

 

Rules for photo taking:  

Uploading a new photo of the driver is mandatory! Failure to do so will prevent the service from 

being saved. 

Other rules: 

- the photo should be sharp and clear 

- portrait photo is preferable, so please take the photo on driver from the shoulder to the 

top of the head 

- the driver must not wear accessories (eg. sunglasses or hats) 

- no any advertising is accepted on the driver's clothing 

- there should be no inappropriate objects or advertising in the background (white wall is 

preferable) 

Finalization of data sheet and document upload  

You can only finalize the registration application if you have completed all the required uploads 

on the registration form. 

In order to upload documents quickly and successfully, we recommend to 

previously upload all the documents and photo to a separate directory and 

upload them to the application from there. 

 

After uploading all data and documents, please click on the "Save" button in order to view and 

check the uploaded documents. The system will indicate with a red warning message if there is 

a problem. 
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Completed data sheet with duly uploaded data and documents: 
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After saving the process, the unique DiDb ID number of the driver will be automatically 

generated by the system. This ID will appear next to the name of the driver. In the above example, 

the DiDb ID of the driver is: 100240/SK99-202103 

Components of DiDb ID 

All drivers in DiDb database own a unique ID number which consists of the next characters: 

- first six digits mean: DiDb membership number 

- next 2 letters refer to the citizenship of the driver (e.g. LT=Lithuanian; RO=Romanian; 

PO= Polish etc.) 

- 99 is a technical number 

- last six digits mean: date of registration (yyyymm) - >  please inform the driver that his 

membership is valid for 2 years. The membership validation process shall be managed 

compared to the date of registration in every 2 years by the driver. Membership 

validation can be managed earliest on the 96th day prior to membership expiry date. In 

case the driver misses to fulfil his obligation for membership validation his membership 

will change to invalid.  

Confirmation of completed service 

If the uploading tasks have been successfully completed, the following system message will be 

displayed after clicking the "Next" button: 

 

If our colleague notices any deficiencies or errors during the processing of the request, they 

will ask you to correct the relevant data or document by phone or email. 
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Issuance of DiDb card, handover  

In the case of e-registration - unlike the registration service 

used in DiDb registration offices - it is not possible to issue a 

DiDb card on site. The PIN-protected DiDb card can be 

picked up free of charge by e-registered drivers at any of 

the DiDb registration offices.  

 

E-membership validation 

In case you can find the driver’s name in the list of DiDb-listed drivers by spot checking, please 

choose the right driver by clicking on the “eye” icon at the end of line. 

 

After this, a shortened data sheet of the selected driver is displayed, showing his name, his DiDb 

ID number, his DiDb status registered in the system, the status of last service provided for the 

driver, moreover its date. Based on the validity of the driver's DiDb membership, the currently 

available, up-to-date service will appear in a blue box: 
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If no available services appear under the date of last service, this may mean: 

- the driver's membership is still valid and the validity period will not expire in the next 3 

months 

- the driver’s DiDb status does not allow the provision of any service (eg. : in case of 

banned or deleted membership) 

If you are not sure about the reason, please contact our head office for getting more information.  

Open (pending) services 

If you find any open service on the driver's data sheet next to "Last service status", the reason is 

that the driver has not submitted a Certificate of Good Conduct either during or after the service 

provision. 

These open services can be one of the follows: 

− open registration 

− open membership validation within due date 

− open membership validation after due date  

− open reactivation 

Given that the submission of Certificate of Good Conduct is a basic condition for the assessment 

of the application, in case of a missing certificate we could not start the assessment of the service, 

so the validity of the membership was not extended. 

 

The driver has the opportunity to submit a Certificate of Good Conduct until the next 

service is due. No new service can be started / available during this time. The system 

automatically manages when the current services are due, so you can always use 

only the service that is offered by the system. 
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After clicking on the available service, the driver’s data sheet with the right service form will be 

displayed.  
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The photo in the system will be visible on the data sheet, but it must be always 

checked and updated! 

Date of birth and country of birth fields cannot be edited. If you notice a 

discrepancy between the country of birth stored in the system and the actual 

country of birth of the driver, please report it to our head office immediately! 

DiDb ID of the driver can be found under the name of service, next to driver’s name. This ID is 

invariable. 

In case the driver’s membership has been expired more than 2 years his membership will change 

to dormant. It means that – based on effective privacy rules that are detailed in Manual of Data 

Control in DiDb system – all personal data and documents shall be deleted from the system. During 

the reactivation, all personal data shall be uploaded again, as well as the photo and personal 

documents. 

By submitting applications for validation after due date or reactivation, your 

company will be obliged to pay. The method of payment is a bank transfer, the 

administrative tasks of which (eg. issuing the invoice and sending it electronically 

to your company) are performed by the DiDb head office. 

 

Rules for photo taking for e-membership validation   

Even if there is a photo on the data sheet of the driver, a new photo of the driver must always be 

taken and uploaded! Failure to do so will prevent the service from being saved! 

All other applicable rules for photo taking are the same that were detailed under e-registration.  
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Completed data sheet for e-validation with duly uploaded data and documents: 
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If the uploading tasks have been successfully completed, the following system message will be 

displayed after clicking the "Next" button: 

 

4. Other rules 

Management of application forms 

Due to the data protection rules, it is highly important to handle the application forms related to 

the registration or membership validation management properly!  

For registration, the next application forms shall be used: 

- Membership Declaration form 

- Information on Data Control form 

For all three types of e-membership validations, (e-validation before due date, e-validation after 

due date and e-reactivation) the next 2 forms shall be used: 

- Membership Continuance Declaration form 

- Information on Data Control form 

Application forms are currently available in 6 languages: Hungarian / Slovakian / Romanian / 

Polish / Ukrainian / English. 

If possible, provide each driver with a form in his own language. If there is no form in his own 

language, please use either the English version or the one requested by the driver from the forms 

available.  

In the DiDb system, all documents are handled electronically! The original of the data sheets - 

after scanning and uploading - always shall be returned to the driver! 
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Management of Certificate of Conduct (CR) 

Uploading a CR is not a condition for submitting an application for registration or membership 

validation, but please note that we can only begin processing your application once the CR has 

also been uploaded! 

The original CR document - after scanning and uploading – shall always be returned to the 

driver! 

Only original and no more than 3 months old CR can be scanned and uploaded! 

The CR may be subsequently submitted by the driver in person at any DiDb registration office, or 

can be sent electronically from the email address associated with the DiDb application access 

issued to the carrier, or by post to one of the following addresses: 

1.  Sectran Kft. / 1033 Budapest, Szentendrei út 89-93. / Hungary 

2.  Sectran Kft. / 924 01 Galanta, Priemyselná 8 / Office Building / 2nd floor / door 310 

Data controlling and data management by DiDb central office 

After saving the service, the uploaded data, documents and data sheets will become available to 

the Sectran head office. The scope, process, purpose and deadline for data controlling, data and 

document management is ruled in the “Manual of Data Control in DiDb system”. The rules in the 

current version of this document and its annexes shall apply. 

5. Online riporting function  

In the list of services, you can run certain searches (eg. by driver name, type of service or date of 

service performed), on the other hand, you can track the current status of the services you have 

initiated. These statuses can be:  

- uncompleted 

- saved 

- assessed 

Uncompleted services can be reopened and modified on the day of service and you can also 

upload additional documents. 

Saved services can be reopened and modified only until the assessment process is started by 

the DiDb head office.    

It is no longer possible to reopen and edit the assessed services. 

After clicking on the "Reports" function in the left menu bar, please open the ”Services” module: 
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After opening the module, all services provided by you or another user assigned to the same 

carrier partner will be listed. 

 

You can also export the list in csv or xls format, and you can manually set how many items you 

want to see in the list at one time. 
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The status of the service will only change from saved to assessed if all data and documents have 

been accepted and the assessment process has been made.  

The driver will be informed about the result of the assessment and the decision by SMS – even if 

it is positive or not.  

6. Deadline for the assessment of applications 

The saved services are assessed by the DiDb head office and include a background check, in 

addition the checking process of uploaded data and documents. 

If an employee of DiDb head office detects any errors during the processing of the application 

for registration or membership validation, he / she will contact you and ask for clarification, 

correction or uploading a new document, depending on the nature of the error. 

The deadline for processing the submitted applications is also affected by the information 

included in the Certificate of Conduct, so let us summarize the relevant information below:  

Impact of Certificate of Conduct on the deadline of assessment:  

I. Commencement of the application assessment  

The processing of applications will only start if all data and documents (including also the 

Certificate of Conduct) have been uploaded correctly and completely.  

 

II. Assessment of application – in case the Certificate is clean (no any record is 

included)  

If the condition set out in point I is met, the deadline for processing applications 

submitted during working hours, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on weekdays, is a 

maximum of 2 hours. Please, pay attention that this deadline only applies if a clean 

Certificate has been submitted. The deadline for processing applications submitted 

outside working hours will start on the next working day at 8:00 a.m.  

 

III. Assessment of application – in case the Certificate contains any records  

In case of submission of Certificate of Conduct containing any records,  the administrative 

deadline for processing the application is 5 working days. 


